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Welcome one, welcome all to Eye of Newt, publisher of curiosities beautiful and fantastical.  
Our books are beguiling, mysterious, and sometimes bleak.  

They have no bounds, and no bounds do they seek. 

Eye of Newt (EON) aims to publish imaginative books filled with new ideas and beautiful illustration.  
We do not shy away from quirky and strange stories. Our books will represent a wide range of voices and 
stories. EON's books provide a platform for readers to explore artistic expression and experience story in 
weird and wondrous ways.  

We publish rhyming or whimsical picturebooks, artist-driven projects, authentic mythology, and the 
occasional art book. We join in that infinite space where bold and inventive ideas can be explored.  
Above all we seek highly imaginative storytelling and visually stunning creations that will
catch readers’ minds and eyes. 

 
Publishers

Neil Christopher is an educator, author, publisher, and filmmaker. Originally from Ottawa, Ontario, Neil 
has spent most of his adult life in the Eastern Arctic of Canada. His interest in mythology and traditional 
stories has taken him across the circumpolar North to work with community members to research and 
gather cultural stories before they are lost. Neil is one of the co-founders of Inhabit Media (trade publisher) 
and Inhabit Education (educational publisher), both started with his brother, Danny, and his colleague, 
Louise Flaherty. Now, Neil has embarked on a new adventure with Eye of Newt Books. Neil currently lives 
in Toronto, Ontario, with his wife, two children, and a few axolotls.  
 
Danny Christopher is an illustrator, and author. His earliest memories are of catching garter snakes in 
Belleville, Ontario, while still in diapers. Much of his primary school education was spent day dreaming 
about riding on the back of a giant eagle. He is the illustrator of The Legend of the Fog, A Children’s 
Guide to Arctic Birds, A Children’s Guide to Arctic Butterflies, and Animals Illustrated: Polar Bear, and 
author of the Putuguq and Kublu series of books. His work on The Legend of the Fog was nominated for 
the Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Illustration Award, and Putuguq and Kublu was selected as a USBBY 
Outstanding International Book. Danny has a diverse background in Editorial illustration for everything 
from newspapers to skateboards to creating large painted ungulates. He lives in Toronto with his wife,  
four children, and two unruly bulldogs.
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Production Details: Eye of Newt Front List
Spring 2022
TITLE AUTHOR GENRE RIGHTS 

HELD
PAGE 
COUNT

TRIM 
SIZE

PUB 
DATE

PRICE

I can be myself when everyone 
I know is dead...
ISBN 978-1-7770817-8-2

Kamila Mlynarcyk Art Book/ 
Horror

World 150 9x9" Aug-23 us $34.95
can $39.95
uk £$23.99

Ghosts Are People Too
ISBN 978-1-7777918-0-3 

Peter Ricq Picture Book/ 
Horror

World 44 8x8" Aug-9 us $17.95
can $19.95
uk £12.99

What Dwells in the Depths
ISBN 978-1-7770817-9-9
 

Kelly Ward-Wills,  
Illustrator:  
Steve James

Board Book / 
Nonfiction

World 12 8x8" Jun-7 us $10.95
can $12.95
uk £8.99

US & INTERNATIONALUS & INTERNATIONAL  

Consortium Book Sales & 
Distribution: 
EMAIL: info@cbsd.com 
MAIL: The Keg House,  
34 13th Ave. NE  #101, 
Minneapolis, MN 
55413-1007, United States 

CANADACANADA

PGC Books:
EMAIL: info@pgcbooks.ca 
MAIL: 201-128a Sterling Rd. 
Toronto, Ontario 
M6R 2B7, Canada 

 
 

EYE OF NEWT BOOKSEYE OF NEWT BOOKS

EMAIL: info@eyeofnewtpress.com 
MAIL: Eye of Newt Books, 
 56 Edith Dr.,  
Toronto, Ontario  
M4R 1Z2, Canada

Ordering Information
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I can be myself when everyone  
I know is dead...
iSBn 9781777081782

with art and anecdotes  
by Kamila Mlynarczyk

Welcome to the art and mind of Kamila Mlynarczyk 
(better known as @WoodedWoods). This book houses 
a collection of Kamila’s art (some from online and 
some not) created from 2017–2019 and charts her 
progression into illustration art from her most famous 
Art Dolls. She describes her fascinating creative 
process and many of the inspirations behind her 
countless creepy, unsettling, yet poignant (and often 
hilarious) sketches. The writing describes the rhyme 
and reason behind why everyone needs a little snail friend, why cute poops make this world a better place, 
and why werewolves always hesitate before devouring the sacrificial girl-child. 
 
To Kamila, nothing fictional can ever be as frightening as reality, and so much of her inspiration comes 
from the life in the here and now. She strives to depict the most terrible things in a sympathetic light, 
and in that way they become more beautiful than reality, more light-hearted than realistically possible, 
and through their relatability they become cheeky and charming—they become cathartic. Features 
introductions by James O’Barr, creator of The Crow, and Neil Christopher, writer and publisher.

Kamila Mlynarczyk is an Ontario-based artist that hates good quality pencil crayons, paints with coffee, 
and generally enjoys portraits of poop. She made a name for herself with her horror-inspired art dolls. Her 
fresh, if gruesome, creations have been showcased internationally and she has garnered a sizeable online 
following. Kamila has always worked in various mediums, but over the past five years she has been what  
she terms “relearning how to draw” and drawing relentlessly. 

“Kamila is a cornucopia of dreadfulness. Her works at once beautiful and terrible, each piece like being 
tickled by Death’s cold little fingers, every bewitching creation a world I want to know more about."

— Brom

“I’m such a big fan of Kamila’s work! Her creepy dolls and illustrations tick all the boxes for me: creepy, 
hilarious and rendered in a masterfully whimsical style that I absolutely love." 

— Chet Zar

I can be myself whenI can be myself when    
everyone I know Is dead...everyone I know Is dead...

byby Kamila  Kamila MlynarczykMlynarczyk
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12.11. part i: draw, stoopid!part i: draw, stoopid!

This one’s also on garbage, but it’s only
 garbage if the viewer thinks its garbage!  
  This was when I was moving into my more 
cartoony, absurd style. Near the tail end of 
 re-learning how to draw. I’m opening up a little 
 more. The evolution from complex style to this 
  simpler linework is pretty clear. 
   There’s emotion here. 

was truly a struggle to fill paper with drawings. It was 
making me feel better though I didn’t know how far  
I could push it or how much better I could feel in my 
life when I let the absurd shine a little more. As soon 
as I found that drawing was a coping mechanism, I 
transformed into a child artist. Like I was that one 
time in the library.

I also had to re-learn how to paint! I hated the 
idea of  painting but I loved colour, still  do! So, I also 
had to re-learn how to paint. And what I did to take 
the pressure off  was paint with coffee. I even used 
the grounds sometimes. Coffee adds a mystery to the 
image, I never know what it’s going to look like; room 
for fuck-ups makes Kamilla a happy artist. When it 
dries, the paper crinkles up, which is an interesting 
experiment with lots of  room for weirdness. I would 
let coffee dry in layers and paint it with a brush on 
top, just to give an image a little bit more shade and 
dimension. 

´ .

‘

´

¯

4.part ii: get into my brain – slimak ´

I love snails. There are cerTain animals ThaT are 
amazing to draw because they can be really exagg-
erated and they can be easily transformed, for me 

that’s snails and wolves. I think a lot of  artists find snails 
interesting. A lot of  the Eastern European cartoons that 
I watched as a kid had snail and mushroom characters in 
them. It was very visually European and environmental, 
a lot of  little characters in the forest that were usually 
beautiful. Gross or strange things that were made visually 
pleasing. Beautiful-gross is kind of  my theme. Snails end 
up in scenes frequently as a sort of  “people.” They are 
sympathetic, helper-creatures that help others who are 
sad. They visit little sad girls and help them. Like the little 
poop people, and later on the forest sprites, I have a lot of  
little characters in my drawings that act like little helpers, 
little happiness fairies. The snails are a weird, slimier 
versions of  fairies, I guess. I love watching nature shows 
to learn about how nature protects itself  and expresses 
itself. Nature is so interesting, natural camouflage is 

fascinating, the way that animal bodies work can be 
so wacky. So, after I’d already started sketching and 
drawing and was moving into more absurd, weird, 
dramatic, unrestrained stuff, that’s when snails appeared.
  
 There was also a little book series that I read to 
my son when he was young and learning how to read. 
It was Mercer Mayer’s Little Critter stories. The little 
boy-critter is a little brat, always getting into trouble or 
needing to be taught a lesson. I think that was the point, 
that the reader-child would understand the lesson before 
the boy-critter. There was a little sister-critter too. I felt 
like it was always about how unfair life was. I took care 
of  my sister a lot and maybe I can relate to the boy-
critter and the unfairness of  sharing everything with 
another selfish child. There’s an element in the books that 
I know I’ve held onto, and that’s the little helper animals. 
Small critters that appear in the images and seem to 
be on the boy-critter’s side but don’t say anything. 

These are my snail people. They have a creepy stare.  
The stalks on this one have decoy eyes, which I thought I was cool.  

I found a Polish poem that my dad used to recite: 

Slimak, slimak, pokaz rogi,  
Dam ci sera na pierogi,  

Jak nie sera, to kapusty,  
Od kapusty bedziesz tlusty.

Snail, Snail, show your horns,
I'll give you cheese for pierogi,
If not cheese, then cabbage,

From cabbage you'll be fat...

It's such a cute little weird poem 
from my childhood, and from my  

own sense of Polish identity.  
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Ghosts Are People Too
iSBn: 9781777791803

by Peter Ricq

Oh, hello spooky living person. 
Welcome to my book which educates the living on what 
it's like to be a ghost and why we shouldn't be afraid of 
one another. 

In his debut publication, Peter Ricq introduces us 
to Ethan Alby, a ghost who lives among us "spooky 
living people" and who genuinely wants to be friends. 
Charming and tongue-in-cheek text is paired with 
pointillism art giving the book a film noir meets  
Tim Burton mood and aesthetic.   

 
Peter Ricq is an award-winning creative force. Besides his work as a Visual Artist, he is also a Television 
Producer, Writer, Art Director, Designer, Director, Music Composer and Performer.

Even before completing his BFA in film animation at Concordia University in Montreal, Ricq was well on 
his way to creating a name for himself. In 2005, the artist and his partners sold their first animated TV 
series: “The League of Super Evil” (YTV, CBBC, NICK) which ushered him into his role as Art Director in 
2007. Ricq went on to co-create several other animated series with his creative collaborator Phil Ivanusic-
Vallee including “Oh No! It’s an Alien Invasion” (Teletoon, ABC3, Canal J) and “Freaktown” (Teletoon, 
Cartoon Network Asia, Disney SEA).

Peter Ricq currently lives and works out of Vancouver Canada.
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What Dwells in the Deep? 
SerieS: YikeS! DiScoverY SerieS

iSBn: 9781777081799

by Kelly Ward-Wills 
illustrated by Steve James 

What animals lie in the deepest depths of the ocean? 
Some that are bioluminescent, some that have eyes the 
size of plates and that seem to be able to exist only in our 
imagination. This book brings these rarely seen creatures 
to full-colour life for little eyes and little hands so that deep-
sea exploration can begin at even the earliest age.  

Full of short, simple descriptions that will inform and 
delight babies, kids, and even parents! From the seldom seen vampire squid to the incredibly long oarfish, 
this beautifully illustrated, full-color non-fiction board book is an approachable guide to some of our least 
understood and seldom represented creatures.

A perfect first deep dive into the ocean to spark a curiosity for the incredible creatures we share our  
planet with. 

Kelly Ward-Wills  is a writer and children’s book editor. Her fiction, poetry, and journalism have 
appeared in various publications across Canada. Her short fiction has won the Lush Triumphant Award  
for Fiction and appeared in The Journey Prize Stories: The Best of Canada’s New Writers. She is the author 
of one collection of short stories, Keep it Beautiful. The Alphabet of Unloved Beasts is her first book for 
children. She lives in Toronto with her husband and daughter.  

Steve James  likes drawing pictures. Originally from a small village in North Yorkshire, he now lives 
on the outskirts of the vibrant city of Leeds. He naturally took to doodling among the many arty folk in 
his family, and was influenced by Beano, Dandy comics, Warner Brothers, and Disney cartoons. He has 
many years of experience working in the creative industry, and has been fortunate enough to illustration a 
wide variety of children's books such as iMPRINT Macmillan's "Super Happy Party Bears" chapter books 
and greetings cards including licences for Disney: Muppets, Star Wars, Marvel, and Toy Story. He's also 
worked on illustrations for video game accessories, exhibition illustrations, illustrations for magazines and 
animated gifs.
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Highlights from  
the backlist
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Faeries of the FaultlinesFaeries of the Faultlines
Iris CompietIris Compiet
$39.95 US/$49.95 CAN • 8" x 10.3"  
176pp • HCJ • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-2-0

Gwelf: The Survival GuideGwelf: The Survival Guide
Larry MacDougallLarry MacDougall
$34.95 US/$42.95 CAN • 10" x 10"  
214pp • HC • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-3-7

Jonathan and the Giant EagleJonathan and the Giant Eagle
Danny ChristopherDanny Christopher
$15.95 US/$19.95 CAN • 9" x 10"
32pp • HC • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-5-1

The Little MermaidThe Little Mermaid
Ashly LovettAshly Lovett
$24.95 US/$32.95 CAN • 8" x 11"
45pp • HCJ • ISBN:  978-1-7770817-4-4
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Bestiarium GreenlandicaBestiarium Greenlandica
Maria Bach KreutzmannMaria Bach Kreutzmann
$29.95 US/$34.95 CAN • 10" x 8"  
160pp • HC • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-0-6

Welsh Monsters & Mythical BeastsWelsh Monsters & Mythical Beasts
C.C.J. EllisC.C.J. Ellis
$29.95 US/$34.95 CAN • 9" x 9"  
88pp • HCJ • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-7-5

Museum of Hidden BeingsMuseum of Hidden Beings
Arngrímur SigurðssonArngrímur Sigurðsson
$24.95 US/$29.95 CAN • 8" x 10"  
80pp • SC • ISBN: 978-1-7770817-1-3

EQUNGASOQ
[ɜ ¹qu ŋa sɔq#]  The one with the crooked mouth  

EQUNGASOQ is a very clever helper spirit that can tell the angakkoq of 
things to come and lead the angakkoq to the Land of the Dead. It has 
a big, crooked mouth placed vertically across its face, but it gets very 
upset if you ask any questions about it.

It lives on the furthest rocks which it will leave only when the waves are 
very high. It is a useful spirit to summon, should you get into difficulties 
during a storm. When you call it, it turns up in a shower of sparks.

51

Wool of Bat Books (WOB) is a specialty series of EON Books. This series aims to help preserve and 
promote lesser known folklore and oral history from around the world. Our publishing team works with 
recognized storytellers, authors, and artists to present authentic voices and unique cultural perspectives. 
All the books in our Wool of Bat series are developed to enrich the book collections and research materials 
of readers searching for myths, legends, and the supernatural. 

 



Info@eyeofnewtpress.com
www.eyeofnewtpress.com


